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Security’s Last Stand:
Isolation

By  A ub rey  Man s f i e l d

This article argues that network security has failed, and that
the main factor contributing to that failure is the conflict
between security and connectivity, which are opposite sides
of the same spectrum. This article offers tips to boost your
organization’s network security and explores the advantages
of a separated network.

WHEN
discussing IT and network security, industry
experts routinely point to climbing budgets, tech-

nology innovation and survey results that show that security concerns
are on the minds of CEOs, all as signs of the sector’s strength. They fail
to mention the dirty little secret of the security industry—to this point,
network security has been a failed exercise.

Security solutions remain one step behind hackers, attackers, intruders
and data thieves—a purely reactionary approach. Developments in
security technology focus more on responding to the most recent threat
or fixing the problems caused by the latest solutions than on preventing
the next attack.

Part of the blame lies squarely on the shoulders of the vendors who
shout fear, uncertainty and doubt (FUD) from the mountaintops and
then swoop in with unverified performance claims and no auditing
capability to validate that the product functions at all. The strategy has
been a boon to security vendors—research from Gartner claims that
security spending will surpass 5% of IT budgets this year for the first
time ever, and spending growth in the sector far outstrips overall IT
spending over the past three years.

However, the FUD factor has proved less generous to customers.
They’ve bought in record amounts despite the overall malaise in the
market and have little to show for it. According to the most recent
CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey, 56% of respondents
reported unauthorized use of computer systems in the past year virtu-
ally equal to the survey’s seven-year average of 58%. Yet, more than
90% of respondents use firewalls and a majority employ additional
advanced security techniques, such as virtual private networks (VPN)
or intrusion detection systems (IDS).

THE SECURITY-CONNECTIVITY SPECTRUM

The primary factor contributing to the failure of security strategies lies
in the conflict between security and connectivity. Organizations strive to
maximize both security and connectivity, without realizing they are

opposite sides of the same spectrum. On one end is absolute connectivity
with everyone connected to everything and free to access whatever he or
she pleases. Moving away from that extreme increases security—limiting
access to information and restricting incoming connections.

As long as a connection exists between the outside world and inside
information, that connection remains a security risk—an opportunity an
intruder can exploit to gain access. Completely severing the connection
to the outside world remains the only way to prevent unauthorized
access or data theft. It’s not as extreme as it sounds.

ISOLATE AND PROTECT

To combat theft of information assets and prevent breaches of con-
fidentiality, many companies and government organizations have been
using or are establishing isolated networks that contain their most
secure data, preventing both external and internal intrusions and elimi-
nating the possibility of sensitive information leaving the organization.

A separated network is literally isolated from all other networks in
an organization. It will contain its own servers, hubs, switches and
cabling. PCs connected to this network will usually have all write-able
drives removed, such as floppy drives, CD writers and ZIP drives to
ensure that data does not escape. Physical access to the PCs will also
be restricted, often having users in an isolated office, with appropriate
physical access control.

Any intrusion, external or internal, has no path in which data can be
removed from the network. This eliminates theft of information from
popular and successful attacks, such as worms and Trojans, and
reduces the effectiveness of social engineering attacks, which target the
fallibility of humans rather than systems. Separated networks can also
be used to create several isolated zones within a single organization.
Such zones are useful where data produced by logical user groups
should not be permitted to mix. For example, companies providing
services may wish to segregate staff dedicated to two externally com-
petitive client organizations.
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While separated networks offer maximum assurance that sensitive
data will not leak to other networks, they obviously lack a great deal of
functionality. In particular, an isolated network, by its very nature, prevents
the user from sending or receiving external e-mail and performing research
on the Internet. In order to allow e-mail and Web access, organizations
currently have to deploy a second PC, monitor, keyboard and mouse on
the desktop. This second PC will be connected to the internal network
or directly to the Web. Such additional hardware can be an expensive
venture for large organizations, and any additional monitors and key-
boards will intrude on the user’s limited desk space. FIGURE 1 shows an
example of a basic separated network.

CREATING A SECURE BRIDGE ACROSS THE
SEPARATION GAP

For many organizations, creating a gap between the two networks
makes sense from a security perspective, but logistically presents a
great challenge. In practice, employees need information from the
less sensitive network to complete work on the more sensitive net-
work. Standard network separation makes that a time-consuming and
labor-intensive activity.

A data diode is an effective method of creating a bridge between the
secure network and other networks so that information can be trans-
ferred to the secure network. A data diode is a physical layer device
that allows information to flow in one direction but prevents any infor-
mation flow in the reverse direction.

FIGURE 2 shows how a data diode can be used to allow the transfer
data to the secure network. Information sent to the Internal Network
Diode Server is transferred across the data diode, via fiber cables, to the
Secure Network Diode Server. The diode also prevents any data flow
back from the secure network to the internal network.

The diode provides protection against information theft and disclo-
sure from the secure network by removing the outbound data path. This
negates attacks initiated from both the internal network and any external
network, such as the Internet.

A data diode can also be used in the reverse direction to publish san-
itized information to a less secure network, such as Web servers in a
DMZ, without the threat of penetration from that network. Obviously
other mechanisms such as Content Filters and ACLs would also be
required to stop inadvertent or even deliberate publishing of non-sanitized
information when a data diode is used in this manner.

MAXIMIZING DESKTOP REAL ESTATE WHILE
MAINTAINING SECURITY

Beyond simple connectivity, network separation creates a second
logistical problem. Desktop real estate is a valuable commodity, and
adding a second PC to the desktop consumes a large chunk of that real
estate. Minimizing desktop devices such as extra monitors and key-
boards conserves desktop space and reduces hardware costs.

The number of desktop devices can be reduced in a separated net-
work system, but it must be done so that the security of the system is
not compromised. Physically separating networks is of little value if a
path is introduced where data can flow from the secure network to a
public or less secure network. Leakage paths may be obvious, such as
having a PC connected to both networks simultaneously (via two net-
work cards) or allowing a PC to be removed from the isolated network
and connected to a less secure network, such as the Internet.

Some leakage paths may be subtler. For example, there is a wide
range of Keyboard, Video and Mouse (KVM) switches on the market.
As the name suggests, KVM switches will switch a single keyboard,
monitor and mouse between two or more PCs. This eliminates the need
for additional monitors and keyboards on the desktop. Unfortunately,
these devices, when deployed in conjunction with an isolated network,
can introduce a data leakage path. Most are simple switches and do not
incorporate circuitry to prevent data flow from the secure PC back to
the keyboard. Keyboard buffers can store sensitive information while
connected to the PC on the secure network and allow such data to leak
via the less secure PC onto the less secure network.

It is critically important that any “secure” KVM switch connected
to the secure network is evaluated to ensure the soundness of the
product’s stated security function. Progressive security product
designers recognize the need for independent testing and will put
their products through third-party evaluations to provide the highest
level of assurance to users. The Common Criteria for Information
Technology Security Evaluation (Common Criteria) and Information
Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) evaluation schemes
are two such recognized standards.

Common Criteria and ITSEC provide a ranking system for evaluated
products. Organizations can tell at a glance the level of security analysis
and testing that has been performed on any given product. The level of
certification indicates the extent of assurance to which a product will per-
form to its stated security functions. For example, ITSEC E6 & Common
Criteria EAL7 levels offer the highest level of assurance. Devices certified
to E6 & EAL7 have undergone rigorous penetration testing, development
process inspection, design documentation and code analysis.

CONNECTIVITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Using a certified keyboard switch and data diode in conjunction will
not only provide a one-way data path from an internal network to a
secure network, but it will also remove the requirement for a user to
have two workstations on his or her desktop to access both networks.

Both the keyboard switch and data diode should have their security
enforced at the physical layer, allowing them to have the highest level
of certification under either the ITSEC scheme or the Common Criteria
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FIGURE 1: A SEPARATED NETWORK
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scheme (EAL7). Independent certification of the keyboard switch and
data diode is essential, since they sit on the security boundary between
the two networks. The benefits of a separated network are lost if
devices are introduced to the security boundary that could provide
leakage paths for sensitive data.

A keyboard switch uses thin client technology on the internal network
to display a window on the user’s secure workstation. Within this window,
a user is able to send and receive e-mail, browse the Web and perform all
other processes that would normally be performed on the internal net-
work. The user can also copy information from the internal network and
paste it into the secure network through the data diode. Internal mecha-
nisms should be implemented to automate the same content filtering, virus
scanning and related checks that content must pass through when being
introduced to the more sensitive network under traditional architectures.

ISOLATION: A MODEST PROPOSAL?

Each day, the media around the world covers incidents of user abuse
of networks, insider attacks, hacker exploits and data theft. The impact
of these breaches ranges from the loss of customer confidence to regu-
latory fines to the complete failure of a business, all depending on the
value of the data lost.

The cost of implementing network separation can be quantified and
placed on a ledger. Equipment and management overhead translates
into dollar figures. However, assigning a monetary value to data proves
troublesome. That factor alone stops many separation projects before
they begin.

However, considering the financial impact of the loss of a particular
set of data puts those costs in perspective. Perhaps it’s customer
records, or maybe it’s a marketing plan or pricing information or pro-
prietary R&D data. In the more extreme cases, it may be research into
new products or pharmaceuticals. Protecting this type of information
must be a top priority, and information isolation provides the only
means to ensure its protection. Faced with the loss of the essence of a
business, network separation doesn’t sound so extreme after all.  

Aubrey Mansfield is senior vice president of Tenix Datagate, Inc.
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FIGURE 2: A DATA DIODE AND SEPARATED NETWORKS
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